Use of Public Right-of-Way: Alleys

Note: An eleven foot (11’) wide passageway must be maintained for emergency access at all times. If the proposed work cannot maintain an 11’ clear passageway, the applicant must obtain an Alley Closure Permit.

The following conditions must be maintained:

1) The minimum required width of the temporary passageway is eleven feet (11’). Maintain access to loading and parking spaces across from and adjacent to the work site.

2) Barricades and signs per the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices are required directly at the work site.
   a. W21-1a signs at each alley entrance and delineators installed around the work area (see below).
   b. Fixed objects to remain overnight must be reflective to ensure visibility. If there will be an open trench overnight, the trench will have to be plated for vehicle travel or protected by frangible K-Rail with appropriate warning signs.